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What’s left to say
He was watching the parade
The clowns, the words, the trumpeteers
And in his dream he was awake
Or he was awake and dreaming.
He closed his eyes.
No matter, he heard the drums.
He opened his eyes a second time
And saw himself marching
Now to a different tune
A martial cha-cha-cha
And wet his pants.
There is little more to tell.
The daily Tribune records
That during the St. Jude Day Celebration
Saturday passed and a forgotten man
Had died, shouting blessings
Upon one and all.

Dry Grass
It was not you I was looking for or needed nor was I the Ramon or Ramona you hoped for.
We made do, as they say, and built a house and a life several miles from the Itacah River
to be safe when the spring rains came. There were no children, of course, but there was a garden of stone, sand,
and stalks of jibati that kept the land and constellations in place.
When you died, we went right on living together in the house built when you were as young
and old as you would ever be. The folks on the other side of the Itacah never come this far
west. They say these are the badlands, but we call it home. There's no need for talking.
There's nothing to say. Don’t mistake these words for speech. It's just wind sweeping
through tall dry grass.
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Dog Days
When they say they love you
Your words your laugh
Your thin gray beard
Your sad brown eyes
Your cough your bark
The gap in your grammar
Your mumbling and grumbling
Your broken line, the loss
Of your soul, the stake
In your heart et cetera sera,
You know you are finished
And it's time to go.
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Summer Rain
If it would only rain my words would pour forth like girls and boys too young to know shame O they are bold as I would be
the rain falls I am young again dance touch while the music plays so falls the rain O she is here there are tears of joy tears
songs of praise for the beauty of the day earth yields up its flowers to her hand turns to gentle thunder her body lifts and
holds her laughter makes the night shudder unbinds her hair and falls to me now here now there like summer rain
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Digging in the garden
Digging in the garden I find
but earthy loot: worms, beetles,
pebbles and ocean shells
and a blackened shard to cast away
for luck and there in the shade
of a supple palm, taking hold
where it should not be, a girl :
I think of Phaiakia and Nausicaa
washing her clothes for some
beggar like me, rough-hewn
in all but speech and she lingers
beside the pool, wondering
if it be a god or beast or bard
that shapes her soul seaward
to be free. She looks and looks,
not believing what she sees
or what she feels. He tells her
of a younger, stranger man
who will come for her
when the spell is broken
and she as wild as the sea.
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Autumn’s Child
I see you now, child, wrapped in vines and visions,
happy to find a place to hide, laughing hoping someone will find you.
Don't call out. No one will come.
Let the wind be your voice, just as you hear mine now.
It's autumn and the leaves rustle alive for one last song before winter.
Someone will hear the wind laughing in the trees.
They will see you in all your glory.
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Man
What goes
like a wolf
in the morning
like the sea
in the afternoon
and the wind
at night?
The wolf is desire.
The sea is the journey.
The wind is what remains.
The answer is always man.
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Natura naturans
It hit, which is another way of saying ‘it happened’, whatever the pull of gravity or the water rising over the banks into
homes built on the flood plain or the constellations in their peculiar but inevitable configurations countenanced. It hit like
a hot iron let stand too long and so became a sort of dark commentary de rerum natura, ironic, steaming with the smell
and heat of compost, natura naturans. And so she left him and traveled near and far until she came to where all the trouble
had begun, the yearning, pure and simple, without an object or home, without knowing, and there things stood as they had
always been except now she was on her own for the first time and became somehow heedlessly clairvoyant, stirring up
memories and desire and crosstalk among the young and the old, sounding more like the bleating of goats and howls of
wolves, each on edge for what would happen next, though it be but more of the same. It hit, which is another way of
saying, everything and nothing changed.
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As you once were
Set out beneath the stars
on a solitary raft
that drifts along the shore
on a current
that will bring you out
to sea and sky
beyond all imagining
as you once were
as you will be again.
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Spartoi
If we were to sow our teeth,
There would come stories
To make us shudder
Like the one about a desperately
Happy old man who gave up
His love of life to become
A gravedigger and lied
To those asking whose grave
He dug, falsely saying
He was looking for treasure
But so far had found only gold.
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Fifty Words
We blindly feel our way
the wall, then think
To dig, but never deep enough.
On the other side, we homer on,
Some fifty words to hold against
The light. A tiger leaps through us
As if we were not there.
It mauls its prey. We break
For lunch.
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The Scarecrow
Some say I am wise.
O what a joke!
Nothing like So-crates,
Not even a pose.
Silence is golden
Or so the rhyme goes,
Yet I will do nothing
But sing with the crows.
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Oranges
He was determined this time not to cut his fingers as he sliced the oranges. He would focus and keep his fingers well away
from the blade. He remembered all too well how previously his blood had flowed onto the oranges and pooled on the
plate. He knew it wasn’t just because he was getting old, fading into memory and the lure of the trees and his first
kiss. She had been as nervous as he and had closed her eyes. Now all he could think of was feeding her oranges and the
taste on her lips. And suddenly, she had bitten his lip, making it bleed. And then, more softly, she was feeding him. She
was delicious and he . . . . he was lost in the trees. He put the knife down and wept.
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Still Alive
It was the long, cool time between sleep and waking, nestling in the morning light like a fledgling, though by the counting
of the clock the world outside was buzzing, he impervious to its insistent question, What now? What to do if not everything
at once? He remembered the previous night when he had talked himself to sleep, giving himself to the Oblivion that soon
enough would put an end to all the questions, the time when there would be nothing at all to do and the chance to forget,
giving himself to the future with nothing on his mind but the GIVING AWAY, the questions no more than the flutter of
leaves just outside his window that was more like the chatter of children than a farewell. And now in the eternal Before
and After, he lay there in the half-light and was glad, surprised to be still alive.
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Poetry
Poetry is inspired song. The breath is the soul of the poem. The poet gathers the air around, the blue from the sky and her
curling eyes, the warmth from the sun and his lover's body . . . and sings. The air is measured, the lover's body rolls with
the waves and her eyes become one with the night. In the morning, the poet crawls out of the sky like a bear, stretching full
out, searching again for the sweetness, searching in the movement of cloud and leaf and desire. He sings. If his words
resound in skin and bone, in the stone-cold night, if he enchants the air with his song -- it is poetry.
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A dead-wall reverie
Ibidom. Is no thinking thing here but the peepinghouse round it goes is there nothing there from sea to rounda coda no
knowing no browbeating to hoedown the adamses and damses looking roundaway the wailing goes awagginawaning about
the off wall but there shebares all to what is not there the museymusik makes you trot and drop so rainruns and her
lastofall. There!
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Nighttime in the Lyceum
Before the light changed and I forgot
the rules for how to see things as they are,
day was day and night was hidden in my heart.
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Hypnos and Thanatos
Though sleep be not death,
it is a gentleness
upon which the head
may fall.
Sleep makes death
bearable, even
possible.
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How a man became the sea
The moment she touched the old man’s hand
He lost his sight, yet standing lost upon the sand
He heard the light upon the waves like keys.
She sang and let him go and like the wind he sighed.
None knows what song she sang or how he blindly
Played with light or how a man became the sea.
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The High Ridge
The mist on the mountains lifts
ghostly greens glimmer
and a new day darkens the valley
far below—your fingers tracing
a line across the high ridge
that runs just above my eyes:
I hold my breath—a sudden
swoop of wind and wing.
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Man on the Moon
I stand
on the moon
and know
your heart
like one
who has died
and found
a home.

O

Of what is to come
Walking through days
I have walked through
long ago, same
step and stride, same
heart wanting something
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more; yet today
is the only day
I can’t remember you
walking through the years
to find me standing
here alone, longing
for the moon,
its light buried
in my heart of hearts:
Be with you soon.
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Time of Life (with apologies to Zeno)
I have reached that time when I measure my life not by the years but by the months. Thus, I lengthen my life. I say to
myself I may have only 6 years remaining, but 72 months is another lifetime. Soon, I will do the same with days and hours,
then minutes and seconds. Each new measure will push life’s horizon back to a safe distance. The question is, of course,
how long can I get away with this sort of time-chopping. Theoretically, forever.
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Where is that?
During a thunderstorm when everyone else was running for cover, one woman remained outside and seemed not
to be bothered in the least. They all looked out from their hiding places and wondered at her. It didn’t hurt that
she was strikingly beautiful. Well, soon enough they all came out into the storm, feeling a bit ashamed, I suppose.
At first, they couldn’t keep their eyes off her, glistening as she was in the rain and flash of light. Eventually,
however, their eyes followed hers to the sky and what they saw was only a roiling grayness that seemed to envelop
the earth. They asked her what she saw. Home, she said. And they, like the dumb little fish of another story, asked,
“Where is that?”
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Death makes strangers of us all
I met her first in high school. Her name then was Alice Cyan. We dated and did what teenagers usually do, being full of
hormones. When we went off to college, we wished each other luck and that was it. I met her again in law school, though
her name now was Francine Bedower. She didn’t remember me, but I knew her the first moment I heard her laugh. It was
like wind rattling through dry leaves. She was beautiful. I mean, really beautiful, statuesque, as they say. I slept with her
once then, but so did almost everyone else. We didn’t see each other all that much and, though we graduated from law
school in the same class, there was really no reason to stay in touch. When I met her the third time, her name now Townsy
Harper, she was working for a law firm in San Francisco and I happened to be close by. We would meet for drinks. She was
divorced, had two kids, a daughter and a son, and a lot of cats, but no dogs. She had made a point of that, no dogs. She had
grown so thin I almost didn’t recognize her, but she knew me. She reminded me that when she and I were dating back in
high school, her father had died and that’s why she liked me. That puzzled me a little, but okay, that’s as good a reason as
any I suppose. Then she stopped coming by. When we met for the fourth and last time, I was in the hospital for what I was
assured would be a routine colonoscopy. Her name was now Sally Caulder, same last name as mine, though spelled
differently as it turned out. It startled me at the time. She was stooped over, staring down at me as I lay there, waiting my
turn. I had recognized her right off, that same laugh, but tart. When I asked her who she was now, she spat her name
Caulder in my face and told me she didn’t know me and that she never wanted to see me again, biting down finally on
"asshole" but seeming to look through me like glass. I can't say I blame her. After all, as I was soon to learn, she did not
have long to live either.
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The Only True Word I Know
I don’t know how you know you have to make a change. You just do it and think about the whys and wherefores later. And
in any case, I would only be making it up to sound like I wasn’t crazy or something, as though I actually had reasons for
doing what I did. Maybe it was the rain. Who in his right mind would throw a few things in a backpack, leave his car and
bank account behind, and just set off walking in the rain? That's what I did. At nightfall I found a place along the side of
the road to sleep, but I couldn’t stop shaking. It didn't stop raining until early the next morning when the sun came up as
though for the first time.
I had started out in Rhode Island but hitched rides that left me the next night in Georgia and the next day I was in the
panhandle of Florida, walking down some back country road that would take me wherever I was going. I really had no
idea, but I was going and I was going to stay gone. I know that this all sounds crazy, but it didn’t feel that way then. It felt
right and for the first time in a long time my head was clear.
When I had started out I had only a couple packs of cigarettes and about twenty dollars which paid for coffee and more
cigarettes for awhile. The kindness of strangers supplied the rest. Folks who picked me up were curious about what I was
doing and where I was going. What interested them most was that I didn’t know. They saw my sorry shoes, shook their
heads, and gave me money for a meal at the end of the ride. One man said he had never picked up anyone before but now
he thought he would the next time he saw some young person thumbing a ride. It had somehow been interesting. I told
him that was a bad idea.
I went wherever a ride would take me and that’s how I found myself in a small West Virginia town, where an old preacher
picked me up and took me home for a meal. He showed me with pride the wooden casket he had made with his own hands
and how he was all set for eternity. He called it his boat. It was really no more than a crate, though its dimensions where
about right for a coffin. I don't know about eternity. What I was really curious about were the huge old books that were
lying on the casket as if to keep the lid on. He said the truth was in those books and I could see for myself if I wanted. The
first one I opened had the picture of a young woman, tied to a stake, her breasts exposed, looking up at the heavens ablaze
with lightning. I swear her whole body looked like it was electrically charged as though she were having an orgasm or
something. Beneath the picture were the words, “Thou shalt have no other gods before me.” I turned over the page and
saw the words "I ad crucem!" scrawled over the English text. I knew what those words meant alright: "Go to the
cross!" On another page was the picture of some wild man who was having a crimson X branded into his chest. After that I
was in a hurry to go, but the old guy kept me there talking about how half the town was dying of cancer because everyone
was marrying their own kin and goin’ to hell. I got the crazy idea that he was about to ask me to nail him and his books up
in that crate and set him adrift. I told him I had to go. He wanted to know why I was in such a hurry. I told him someone
was waiting for me in Winchester, which was just across the state line. He said he would drive me there, but I just walked
toward the door and thanked him. I closed the door behind me and didn’t look back.
My next couple of rides landed me in New Orleans. I was beginning to realize that though everything was new to me, I was
not quite a stranger to the folks I met. In New Orleans, I fell in with others about my age who looked just as lost as I did.
They had liberated an abandoned house, worked at odd jobs and did drugs at night. When I didn’t partake, they became
suspicious and shortly came to the conclusion that I was a narc. I had never heard that word before but its meaning soon
became clear to me. They said my story about going wherever the road would take me just didn’t add up. That wasn’t the
last time I was suspected of being a narc, but later it somehow didn’t matter. They could just think whatever they wanted.
The first time, however, it was a shock. I had been glad to have a place to crash for a few days, but they told me I had better
leave.
I ended up spending a month or so in New Orleans, making some money by working out of a day load outfit that sent out
sober men like me on jobs that paid ten dollars a day. If you didn’t quit the job – loading, unloading, throwing bricks out
of boxcars and digging holes – you got paid at the end of each day. In the late afternoon after I was paid, I felt like some
goddam saint. Cripples, men with no legs, drunks and drifters like me were lined up along the sidewalk with their hands
out. One fella, mounted on a board with rollers, had no arms or legs, just a cup. I had a simple rule. I would give away half
of what I made and keep the rest. It was more than enough for my needs. They would call me father, though I was younger
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than they were. Maybe I looked older because like them I had grown so thin. A fellow worker had his own room where he
let me sleep on the floor and he knew all the churches and other places where a person could find a free meal, though
sometimes you had to pay by praying after you ate. I didn’t like that and said so. I ended up basically stealing the food
before the praying started. The problem with that was that they were on the lookout for you the next time. At night, I
wandered the French Quarter looking in the jazz joints and at the girls who looked right through me as if I weren't there at
all. I can't say I blame them.
I forgot to tell you that before I left to nowhere in particular, I had been a desk clerk at an otherwise respectable hotel
called the Pilgrim Inn that catered to a certain class of working girl. They were all somebody’s daughter and they sent the
money they made back to their families. Some paid guys who protected them and would beat them up to keep them in line.
I would take payment for rooms from the johns and take them up in the elevator first and then the girls. It became routine.
I liked the girls, but they all thought I was queer because I hadn’t done anything with them even when they offered for
free. They would laugh and ask me if I knew which hole to put it in. I didn't mind. Everything had been going along fine
until one night I was arrested along with the girls in a police raid and spent the night in jail. The next day they just sent me
home. The hotel's lawyers had worked something out. The girls had to pay a fine. After that, I felt like I almost belonged
and everyone treated me as if I were one of them. Then one night a little later I got beat up really bad by a guy who
demanded to know where a certain girl was and when I wouldn’t tell him, he came around the desk and let me have it. It
all happened so fast I didn’t even have time to be afraid or even feel any pain. I was kind of numb or stunned I guess. After
that, the girls treated me like a brother, which I guess I was.
After I had saved a little money in New Orleans, I set out again. I had heard from others about riding the rails. It was fast
and straight but they also told tales of railroad bulls that discouraged me. I thought hitching was safer. My first ride, a long
sleepy cruise through the night, took me to Texas, a little west of Austin. It had been a sweet ride; the stars out the open
window seemed to pump their light right into my veins. My very next ride, however, changed everything, but I have
written about that before. I don't really want to go into it again except to say I came out whole after a man tried to force me
to have sex with him and maybe for the first time in my life I had been brave. That was then. What I really want to talk
about is Richard whom I had met a year before all this craziness began, never saw again, and miss every day of my life.
Before we parted he gave me a small carving, made from an odd piece of wood found on an east Texas beach. He had used
only the sharp edge of a stone. It was like something out of the prehistory of man and had three faces on each side, one
emerging out of another. It is the face of every man I meet. For forty-six years I have kept this carving with me. It really is
Richard's story that needs telling, not mine, though maybe his is in some way mine as well. You see, he taught me the only
true word I know and he taught me by example and it cost him dearly. He was the most honest person I have ever known
and the bravest.
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The Road
When I was a sophomore at Brown University, I returned home for spring break and asked my father to read some of my
own poems and others by Rilke. My father, a pioneer in the study of the biochemical basis of mental illness, told me that
my poems and those of Rilke revealed schizophrenia. I left home within the hour, on foot, never to truly return again.
Before my father died, I had forgiven him and loved him as a father should be loved. Now, I am grateful to him. Grateful
for endowing me with the same passion with which he lived his life, however imperfectly. My own life has been no less
imperfect. That night, as I walked down a dark highway, singing to myself the Woody Guthrie song “Going Down the Road
Feeling Bad,” I vowed never to allow another person’s assessment of me to determine how I felt about myself, my ideas or
my poetry. I did not then return to Brown. When I did, I was married and a father.
That first long night on the road lead to two years of aimless but purposeful hitchhiking. There were others on that road.
One bad man, the owner of an art gallery in Austin, Texas, lured me out to his ranch and tried to force me to have sex with
him. I refused. Quietly but definitely. His hired man pulled out a knife. I said, “I will not.” Quietly but definitely. I was not
afraid. He did not touch me. In that precarious moment, I knew myself. It was as if life had asked me a question and I had
answered.
Since that time, I have found myself in other precarious situations, as I do even today. I will not chronicle these critical
moments here except to say they put the integrity of my life in question. Each of these situations required of me an answer
beyond any philosophy I had ever read. Philosophy does indeed ask essential questions, but it is only with our actual lives
that we answer those questions. Such philosophical questions as Do we have free will? What is truth? Or Justice? are all
too often illusions like the paradoxes propounded by Zeno. The illusion comes when we mistake the arena in which these
questions are to be answered. What is truth? Observe how I live, not what I say. I necessarily live out my answers to what
is true and good. I am my philosophy and all that I have suffered I own.
I am always on the road, aimless but purposeful, knowing that the road is where my true self is revealed. For me the literal
and metaphorical road have become one. I know I have at least one great road trip still in me. We may pass by each other
in the East Mountains or between here and there. Know all is well even if I look sad, ragged and tired. Pass on. All is well.
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Adieu
A day of solitude
That is itself a tale
Of haunting thoughts
That give the house
Its living space,
The very edge
Of what is not.
Ghosts gab and gimble
In every slant of light,
Strut about and claim
The crowded house;
You a guest,
they bid adieu,
Rid of you at last.
Out here beyond
the riot of the self
a boundless bell,
a silent joy,
You alone can hear.
Is that all, no Word?
It is enough. If more,
There's none to tell.
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The Dead Don’t Talk
I know why
the dead don't talk
to the living:
it hurts
to remember
and we stopped
listening

The Poet Speaks of Darkness
All poems are dark but sometimes
You have to look where it isn't.
Here it’s more like a puddle
you mistake for a shadow,
but sometimes it's like a clown
who waltzes off a cliff
but keeps up the tempo:
one‿two‿three‿one‿two‿
You end on the upbeat.
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One Last Class
He looked alive or at least no one seemed to notice that he was moving too deliberately to be an actual living
thing. He retreated undetected to his office. He sat in his chair and, without really looking, took note of
unread books that he knew he would love and at the papers of students whose writing at another time would
have made him glad. What to do? Nothing is better than something, he thought. By some chance he heard a
passing girl say, Fuck this shit! and began to write. His writing took on the curve and vitality of a woman he
had seen the night before. She caught him looking and didn't care. He described her too tight dress and her
dark eyes, her uninspired cursing and the jerk of her hands as she bitched on and on about how some clueless
creep with balls for brains had treated her like dirt. She was beautiful! When he walked out of his office to
teach his first class, he was almost gone. The students hardly noticed he was there. He sat in his cathedra and
began to rock back and forth to their highs and lows, just pleased to catch them unaware. He continued
writing about that badass beauty on the prowl. She was happy to oblige. The student to his right stirred and
began to write. Then another. When would class begin? It never did. After all, it was spring. He had nothing to
teach them. Soon enough they were all writing. About what? He had no clue. No one noticed he wasn't there.
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now east now west
now east now west
the road has a mind of its own
and my feet obey
the rest of me stays behind
treelike
above
the sky grows gentle
MY HEART OPENS
the road goes on
as if not knowing
which way is best
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Foraging
Last night the raccoons foraged
in our backyard: there were grapes,
bread, cheese, wine and figs
we'd left out ‘til morning.
All the while we slept
and I, dreaming of dreaming,
tasted honey and found you
close, pawing softly, hands
and feet rhythmically climbing.
In the morning there were tracks
on my arms and legs and you,
looking out, cursed the varmints
gently and, like a detective, traced
your fingers through your hair
and could not help but smile.
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Carmen Nocturnum
What do I do to sing like you?
Die, be born again and sing the blues?
It’s not the same. There’s another song
in the song you sing, buried with you
in the cold cold ground. The earth
to the moon now sings for you.
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How comes the rain?
How comes the rain?
There is no sky
And yet the moon is in my eye.
What I see is a girl in braids
Who’s lost cold wet afraid.
She calls out to all who are alone.
I know her voice. It is my own.
This is not a happy poem
Yet it may blossom in a storm,
A flower marking every stone.
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Kiss and Tell

Who but a god
Could look at you
Sweetly laughing
And not die
For a kiss, dying
Again and again
Like gods of spring
that never truly
Die. Your lips
Like night
hold back the day
And close my eyes . . .
Awake! Awake!
You are no god
To kiss and tell
Of life and death.
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For Ber
like laughter or
light to those
who know themselves
to be like trees
that root themselves
in common ground
though mind apart
for he is free
to give himself
so generously
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The Sound That Wind Makes
(for Maya)
I want words to breathe like I do, weep when I do, and bruise easily.
I want words to dream and remember those dreams that first set me on this path.
I want words to grow old with me and become like the lines in my face and tell me
old stories that keep my stumbling spirit from falling and new ones that tell of
love forever young and freely given.
I want words of no regret even for the sorry waste of all I have left undone, unsaid.
I want words to hold up a mirror and see there all who at some time have gone hand
in hand with me through this life.
O what a wondrously crowded reflection that would be, all of them in the morning
of their lives, young and old alike.
O that words would fall like these tears and mark the page in silver and gold, the true
colors of night, that these words would live on in their hearts and find some rest there,
though I myself be nothing but the sound the restless wind makes on a cold night,
the wind that sweeps down the mountainside and past all the houses in which loved ones
have died and gathers up all those lost souls and scatters what is but dust and ash
through the deep space of time.
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Remembering
How like the river this scattering
Of ash and fall of rain.
It takes our tears to heart,
And every sorrow flows through love.
The river reminds us of tomorrow.
The river runs through every sorrow.
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Amor
Amor, mori velim
abesseque ab asperis vitae
sed mors me a litore tuo repellit
donatque mi tantum gaudium
ut mare meo in corde tuum inveniam.
Love, I would wish to die
and be far from the harshness of life
but death drives me from your shore
and grants me such great joy
that I find your sea in my heart.
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Da Blues
You left me standing there
Alone
Like a tree.
Do you know what it's like
Just standing there
Looking up
At all that blue?
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Jumping the Gap
for my students

There are so many echoes in my life, but there’s one voice louder than the rest.
It tells me to move on, be on the move.
There will never be a time just to look back and wonder.
Even this morning there are the birds, ever still in flight, and the wind
Chirping in a nest of leaves. They say, Fly away and be still.
A phantom hand reaches out . . . now so near . . . It’s Her hand –
It pulls me forward. Flower and flame await, love and consummation.
This is what I believe: it’s never over.
May the next words I write bind me . . . cricket and rock,
rain and tears, sparrow and sorrow . . . all one . . .
too foolish to see the trees in winter.
A hand claps: there are children at play, lovers blushing, there is a road leading into the
mountains, the birthplace of sky and sea.
I jump the gap and see it all as flower and fire, worlds appearing and disappearing like children,
a daughter not to be but in love’s mirror.
Here all is possible and real – a needle threads its way, becomes a tuning fork.
I move on and hear every heart beating as one its own raucous rhythm,
unaware of the harmony that is creation.
I move on. A tiger leaps through the gap and mauls its prey, a girl beats her heart out on a
drum, unheard; a babe lies abandoned in an eagle’s nest, its cry my
own. My breathing stops.
I move on. A blue sky thunders, stars are born and burn out, a raven’s
wing covers all. A whirlwind out of the darkness sweeps us all along.
Who knows but I will meet you on the way to terra incognita.
But here I am, writing these words, my legs ache, my right foot throbbing. I am hungry, alone,
my days more like nights, my nights more like spring, a dying ember.
But what about tomorrow or tomorrow or tomorrow when I do not wake to wind or jay.
Then, my friends, hear my song . . . it will be the whirlwind of creation,
sung at last as it should be sung.
Listen, listen, never stop listening. It’s your song too.
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Windflower

Wild Iris
for Zoe

Come with me, two
three jumps but
don’t look back.
Lately angels
have been falling.
The garden is rank
With anemone.

There’s that garden
that none
need pardon.
There wild Iris grows
beneath the trees
it loves.
They catch the light
and make its song
their own.
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For James Wright
“ . . . They love each other.
There is no loneliness like theirs.”

There is, of course, the love of life
To go on living after one has lived
In that place that is no place
But like the wind finds itself at home
Touching all things like skin that shivers
And brings forth all we have loved and lost.
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The Poet’s Voice
Poetry is what is missing
When you wake in the morning
And don’t listen for the silence
That will always be with you.
But for that unheard song,
There would be no call
Of bird, no sigh,
No laughter, no word
Beyond the word
To call you home.
When your love speaks,
Listen for that silent singalong,
For the truth that cries out
For life and to live
Beyond life itself.
Do you know that voice?
There are children playing
In the rain. There’s one
Who stops and listens, his heart
Beating wildly with your own.
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Song for Richard
You spoke the only true word I know
And that word became an open wound
They cleaned with lye, not knowing
Your pain, your tears were like wine
That would save their shining souls.
Pick up the rifle, son
No you said
That’s no SIR, son
Pick up the damn gun!
No you said.
They called the captain
They called the priest
They called the doctor
Are you crazy, son?
No no no
Come with us!
You walked away.
I see you now forty years later
alone on that far thundering shore
“I will not fight your fucking war!”
You are carving a face out of driftwood
the face behind the face of everyone I meet
I have it still and think of you.
You came back. True to your word.
And they sent you to Leavenworth
Where your bruises became sores
Your sores gaping wounds
Your screams the blessing
That saves our sorry souls.
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Out of Time
When they removed the tree they moved the place
Or rather the place became a barren field
Where light through the green, still moving shade
No longer marks the ground like rain.
And yet here I am with you,
Your face bent over mine the air
rippling with laughter the tree
covering us in its bright shadow the earth
yielding as we fall out of time. Out of time?
What is left but song?
Listen! the ringing in the air, this rain
These tears hammering out the tune, time and place.
He, she, and all you love, draw near.
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Each Alone Together

Of Another Life

From where I sit
I can hear the rain
And see the desert bloom

The silences of flowers

It’s but a room
Like yours,
On a street like yours
What we’ve done
To each other
Cannot last forever
Outside a girl plays
In the rain
And gathers flowers
She sees me watching
And laughs,
She could be crying
She’s rooted there
As I am here,
Each alone together

Teach us to listen
To our own
*
These morning birds
Sing of the night
And the fall of rain.
*
The shadows of trees
Fall like tears like light
upon the grass.
*
The wind takes
Our breath away
And is always at rest.
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Directive
There is a song
that must be sung.
No time for work
‘til the song is done.
This morning bird
sings all day long.
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Follow the path
of leaf fall,
the short cut home
twixt sky and dream.
When you're there,
you'll be right here,
safe with me.
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